The position of the maximum of function increases, in a sigmoidal length of the polymer: which gives the probability of creating a peptide of length n = k + l with efficiency ¢, given peptides of length k and 1 with efficiencies e' and e', respectively. Since this probability is a property of the ligation process, the same form is used to assign efficiencies of ligation and hydrolysis to the product. In the present implementation, this probability has the form of a multivariate Gaussian:
Here, to simplify the notation,
and t°= %L(j) for the ligation (hydrolysis) properties of the substrates or the product.
A similar approach is taken to define a conditional probability for the products of hydrolysis reactions.
However, since hydrolytic enzymes actmore efficiently ondisordered peptides thanonordered peptides, not all peptide bonds areequally likelyto behydrolyzed. Althoughourmodel doesnot explicitlyincludethe degree of ordering of different polymers, weexploit therelationship between structure andfunction: without a stablethree-dimensional structure, highefficiencyprotein catalysis isimpossible. Ill thecurrent implementation ofthemodel, thedegree ofstructure of a peptide, s, is computed using:
Clearly, other mappings between efficiency and structure are possible. 
Evaluating this expression for the specific forms of the probabilities, we obtain:
, e"le) = (n -1)/3(s) 2_r_rko't_ +2o(e,_ 0)2
where s is the degree of structure of the "parent'" n-met. Several simulations were performed to explore this. In all cases, the number of monomers within the protocell was fixed at 1000, the maximum efficiency means (eL_x and H . Since flmin is the value of the hydrolysis bias for highly structured, and therefore highly efficient, peptides, its value determines the "lifespan" of highly efficient peptides.
Large values of flmin mean that the probability that a highly efficient peptide will be hydrolyzed is not much reduced over the probability that a peptide of average efficiency will be hydrolyzed. Thus, when highly efficient peptides are generated in a system with a large flmin, they are hydrolyzed before their actions greatly affect the population of peptides within the protocell and the rate with which the protocett explores the space of all peptides is not changed. In contrast, for small values of flmin, the probability that a highly efficient peptide will be hydrolyzed is much Smaller than the probability that a peptide of average efficiency will be hydrolyzed.
Thus, highly efficient peptides are long-lived and their presence can increase the rate at which the protocell generates new peptides. The protocell can then evolve non-genomically. The rate at which novel peptides are generated within a protocell not only depends on the depth of the hydrolysis bias but is also sensitive to the balance between the rates of creation of small, efficient ligases and small, efficient proteases. Clearly, if highly efficient ligases are much more easily formed than efficient proteases, the protocell will fill with a diverse array of long peptides. Eventually, the protocell will burst. At the other extreme, if small, efficient proteases are much more easily formed than small, efficient ligases, the formation of long peptides will proceed slowly and any peptides formed will be hydrolyzed rapidly; the overall catalytic efficiency of the protocell will therefore remain small. A series of simulations were performed to examine the sensitivity of non-genomic evolution to slight imbalances in the ease of creation of ligases and proteases.
Particular attention was paid to cases where proteases were slightly easier to produce than ligases. As before, the number of monomers within the protocell was fixed at 1000, the maximum efficiency means (eLmaxand emHax) were 1000.0, the minimum efficiency
